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Introduction
Holographic stereograms (HS) is a hologram 
type that reconstructs a package of superimposed 
two-dimensional object images, each being ob-
served from particular direction of view. During 
the observation of given multiview hologram, 
viewer sees two different images that create a 
stereo effect. Viewer displacement in the field of 
view formation leads to the interchange image 
pair, and object rotation. In case of one-parallax 
holography, stereo effect appears just in a hori-
zontal plane. Full-parallax holograms can create 
a stereo effect in both directions: horizontal and 
vertical.

1. Angular and spectral  
selectivity analysis

Main parameters of both hologram types (reflective 
and transparent) includes angular da and spectral dl 
selectivity. When recording holograms with a non-
shrinking photomaterial, the first one (da) defines 
angular width of diffraction efficiency outline h, 
varying reconstruction beam incident angle a from 
incident angle a0 while recording. The second one 

(dl) defines spectral width of diffraction efficiency 
outline h varying reconstruction beam wavelength l 
from wavelength l0 while recording the hologram.
The following estimation constitutes approximate 
values of angular and spectral selectivity. A re-
cording photosensitive medium for that purpose 
is 10 µm thick (for example, silver halide photo-
sensitive plates PFG-03C produced by «Slavich» 
factory, Russia). Parameter values are defined at 
the level of 0,5.
For phase reflective hologram the value of da can be 
specified [1, 2] as
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where xr — a parameter, proportional to angu-
lar deviation da from Bragg angle selecting with 
Fig. 1 curves of relative diffraction efficiency h/h0 
(h and h0 — diffraction efficiency corresponding 
to deviation from Bragg angle by the value of d 
and to same zero deviation); n — average refrac-
tive index of the recording medium; T — a thick-
ness of the recording medium; Θ0 — Bragg angle 
in the recording medium.
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Fig. 1. Relative diffraction efficiency curves depending on  
ν

r
 parameter for reflective hologram

Angular selectivity in air is determined as
.air

aa d=d n  (1)
In addition, spectral selectivity dl connects with angu-
lar selectivity da [1, 2] by the formula
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Curves for h/h0(xr) in Fig. 1 are performed for differ-
ent values of the νr parameter proportional to mod-
ulation amplitude of the refractive index, resulting in 
response to exposure and hologram processing. It also 
defines reconstructing-reconstructed relationship of 
the radiation.
Parameter estimation is made using layers re-
cording medium PFG-03C with standard thick-
ness T = 10 µm, n = 1.52 for three record-
ing wavelengths: l01 = 440 nm, l02 = 532 nm 
and l03 = 660 nm generated by laser Geola 
RGB-β-1064 for color holography. With the 
value νr = π/4, providing h0 = 43% and set-
ting h/h0 = 0.5 as level limit, the value xr = 1.7 
is graphically defined. In counter-direction-
al scheme to record the reflective holograms, 
given that the incident angle of object beam is 
a0 = 0° and the angle of reference beam is β0, the 
value Θ0 is written as
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For phase transparent hologram the value of da can be 
determined [2] as
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The presentational calculation is performed with pre-
definite T, n, l0. The value xt is defined with the same 
condition of the ν parameter as for the reflective ho-
logram conforming to graphics in Fig. 2. For ν = π/4 
with providing h/h0 = 0.5 it is xt = 1.4.

Fig. 2. Relative diffraction efficiency curves depending on ν
r
 

parameter for transparent hologram
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In this case, angular selectivity in air da
air and spectral 

selectivity dl are defined in accordance to equations 
(1) and (2). 
Tables 1–4 and figures 3–6 present the calculation 
results for angular da and spectral dl selectivity val-
ues conforming to reflective and transparent holo-
grams for aforementioned wavelengths. The calcu-
lation were carried out for the incident angles of 
reference beam in range 30–85°. The whole calcu-
lation were performed for attitudes of an equiphase 
surface either in parallel to a hologram plane (for 
reflective holograms) or normal thereto (for trans-
parent holograms). However, when beams with 
complex wave fronts interfere, given surfaces could 
have arbitrarily orientations, so it becomes neces-
sary to use more complicated computations as de-
scribed in [3].
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Table 1. Angular selectivity da depending on reference beam incident angle during the recording (reflective hologram)

Reference beam inci-
dent angle β0, °

Angular selectivity da, °
l1 = = 440 nm l2 = = 532 nm l3 = = 660 nm

30 8.178 9.888 12.267
35 7.095 8.579 10.643
40 6.299 7.616  9.448
45 5.694 6.885  8.541
50 5.226 6.319  7.839
55 5.226 5.875  7.289
60 4.570 5.526  6.856
65 4.344 5.253  6.517
70 4.171 5.043  6.256
75 4.041 4.886  6.062
80 3.952 4.779  5.928
85 3.900 4.715  5.850

Fig. 3. Reference beam incident angle vs angular selectivity curves for reflective holograms

Table 2. Spectral selectivity dl depending on reference beam incident angle during the recording (reflective hologram)

Reference beam 
incident angle β0, °

Spectral selectivity dl, nm
l1 = = 440 nm l2 = = 532 nm l3 = = 660 nm

30 6.990 10.219 15.728
35 7.023 10.267 15.802
40 7.060 10.321 15.885
45 7.099 10.378 15.973
50 7.140 10.438 16.065
55 7.181 10.498 16.157
60 7.221 10.557 16.248
65 7.259 10.613 16.334
70 7.293 10.662 16.410
75 7.322 10.704 16.474
80 7.344 10.736 16.523
85 7.357 10.755 16.553
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Fig. 4. Reference beam incident angle vs spectral selectivity curves for reflective holograms

Table 3. Angular selectivity da depending on reference beam incident angle during the recording (transparent hologram)

Reference beam 
incident angle β0, °

Angular selectivity da, °
l1 = = 440 nm l1 = = 440 nm l1 = = 440 nm

30 6.735 8.143 10.102
35 5.843 7.065  8.765
40 5.187 6.272  7.781
45 4.689 5.670  7.034
50 4.304 5.204  6.456
55 4.002 4.838  6.002
60 3.764 4.551  5.646
65 3.578 4.326  5.367
70 3.435 4.153  5.152
75 3.328 4.024  4.992
80 3.255 3.935  4.882
85 3.212 3.883  4.818

Fig. 5. Reference beam incident angle vs angular selectivity curves for transparent holograms
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Table 4. Spectral selectivity dl depending on reference beam incident angle during the recording (transparent hologram)

Reference beam incident 
angle β0,°

Spectral selectivity dl, nm
l1 = = 440 nm l2 = = 532 nm l3 = = 660 nm

30 201.124 294.023 452.528
35 150.684 220.285 452.528
40 118.128 172.692 265.789
45  96.009 140.355 216.019
50  80.409 117.550 180.920
55  69.115 101.040 155.510
60  60.805  88.891 136.811
65  54.653  79.897 122.968
70  50.130  73.285 112.792
75  46.891  68.551 105.506
80  44.714  65.368 100.607
85  43.459  63.532  97.782

Fig. 6. Reference beam incident angle vs spectral selectivity curves for transparent holograms

Represented tables show that spectral selectivity of reflec-
tive hologram is higher, providing good-quality reconstruc-
tion for all of the color components. It also does not have 
much depend on the incident angle of reference beam for 
each one of color component. Conversely, spectral selectiv-
ity of the transparent hologram for the small incident angles 
of reference beam is very low. That fact prohibits receiving 
qualitative reconstruction of all color component.
With increase of the incident angle, when recording the 
transparent hologram, the spectral selectivity grows, but 
has a quite small value even if the incident angle of refer-
ence beam is extremely high. These points to the fact that 
it is impossible to achieve good-quality reconstruction 
of the color image from the transparent hologram com-
mensurate with the same from the reflective hologram. 
Transparent hologram reconstructs colors much less 

«clean» than reflective one. Furthermore, angular selec-
tivity of the transparent and reflective hologram are quite 
similar. That leads to the conclusion that both hologram 
types have similar «blurring» in the reconstructed image 
when using not point light source.

2. Apparatus for recording  
holographic stereograms

Present-day high efficiency systems of HS obtaining are 
digital, in an objective branch using a liquid crystalline 
(LC) space-time light modulators (SLM) with computer 
serial image output. One-step raster systems are wide-
spead in holography to record stereograms. In raster 
holographic systems, so called holographic printer, the 
hologram and its object image are formed as one-dimen-
sional raster when recording one-parallax stereograms 
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Fig. 7. Optical scheme for HS recording that implements one-step digital color HS formation  
with rasterless imaging in the hologram plane 

[4, 5] or two-dimensional raster when recording full-par-
allax stereograms [6]. In that kind of system every single 
raster element in the hologram provides the reconstruc-
tion to the whole set of views for the corresponding ele-
ment of the object image. The obtaining of such an ele-
ment is in the registration in the photosensitive medium 
of the holographic field from interference of reference 
and object beams. In that case, object beam carries infor-
mation, constituting space-division sub-beams about all 
of the angles of the recording image element. According-
ly, image outputting to LC SLM in object beam cannot be 
displayed as one given image, but rather complex image 
generated by a specific algorithm. This requires addition-
al pre-processing on images and complicates the equip-
ment when recording stereograms.
In this type equipment, the conspicuous requirement is 
to minimize raster element in the hologram to the size of 
resolution limit when observing the hologram. With a 
normal eye resolution as one arc minute when observing 
the hologram from a distance of 400 mm, the size of the 
raster element should not exceed 0.1 mm. To obtain such 
small dimensions for raster element only with square or 
slit aperture, placed in front of the recording medium, is 
problematic and can be achieved by complicating the op-
tical scheme of the apparatus. It is also necessary to be 
aware of quality deterioration in the reconstructed image 
due to radiation scattering on raster structure of the ho-
logram, as well as raster pattern of the image does not 
allow to include some fine-structure security elements in 
there, for example, microtext or Fresnel elements.

Full-color HS recording requires laser system that 
generates radiation of red, green, and blue wave-
lengths. The recording systems for raster HS establish 
either multiplex recording of the raster element [6, 7] 
or parallel recording of the raster [8], both using dif-
ferent wavelengths. The alternate design of multiplex 
recording apparatus, which requires combining three 
beams from different wavelengths in one channel, is 
accompanied by increase in requirements for the op-
tical system. As a result, it gets more complicated, as 
well as diffraction efficiency of HS decrease due to 
multiplexing. The alternate design of a parallel record-
ing apparatus is accompanied by its cumbersomeness.

3. Set up scheme for recording  
holographic stereograms

All the aforementioned shortcomings led to the creation 
of one fundamentally different system for HS record-
ing, especially convenient in the recording of security 
stereograms. This case is distinguished with no need to 
obtain large holograms, but the enhanced image quality 
to enable the inclusion of small-structure security ele-
ments into the image, as noted above. The developed 
optical scheme, implementing a single-stage digital re-
cording for color holograms with the formation of ras-
terless image in the hologram plane, is shown at Fig. 
7 as in a top view (in the horizontal projection). An 
alternative for the recording of reflective HS is repre-
sented here.

The radiation of solid-state pulsed laser 1 (Geo-
la RGB Alfa A1), which produces three separate 
beams of 440, 532 and 660 nm wavelengths, is 
combined into a single beam by the instrumental-

ity of a dichroic mirror 3–6 system. The laser con-
sists of shutter assembly 2, opening for an exposi-
tion time and controlled from control system (CS), 
and half-wave plates in each beam trace, providing 
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necessary orientation of the polarization plane. In 
this set up, a vertical plane of the electric vector 
oscillations is adjusted. After the reflection with a 
mirror 7 by means of a semitransparent mirror 8, 
the combined radiation beam is divided into two: 
objective (OB) and reference (RB). 
When exposed at stated wavelength, which is se-
quential, a corresponding half-wave plate 9, 10 
or 11 aligns with the path of the OB, converting 
oscillations of the electric vector to the horizon-
tal plane. That plates changeover is carried out 
in practice by displacement device 12, controlled 
from CS. 
After a mirror 13 reflects OB, the telescopic 
arrangement with lenses 14 and 15 forms a col-
limated beam that supplies uniform illumina-
tion of the working window, constituting liquid 
crystal space-time light modulator (SLM) 17. 
The main functional part of the OB optical ar-
rangement, including the elements 15–24 pre-
sented in Fig. 1, provides the sequential input 
by CS for the recorded images to SLM and then 
its projective transposition to the plane 24 of 
the recording medium by applying lenses 20 
and 23.
A diffuser 18 is installed right behind SLM in 
direct contact. An analyzer 19 is located further 
along the light path passing the radiation with 
only vertical orientation of the electric vector 
and provides maximum contrast of the image ob-
serving beyond SLM. A stop 21 is installed in the 
back focal plane of the lens 20. Spatial-frequency 
spectrum (SFS) of radiation field behind SLM is 
formed in there. SFS with an extended scale has a 
complex structure due to the complex fine struc-
ture of SLM. The stop 21 cuts out the central in-
formative part of the spectrum and by this means 
acts as a spatial filter.
In general, after the lens 23 forming the image on 
the recording medium the radiation beam converg-
es at a point C situated at the stated distance after 
the recording medium. This distance corresponds 
to the one which is the observing distance while 
reconstructing the hologram. Considering given 
implementation of the apparatus this distance is 
LC = 400 mm. In Fig. 7 solid lines represent ray 
path of OB, converging after the recording medi-
um at the axis point C, when recording image at 
the central (axial) direction view. Ray path illus-
trates that the center of the beam separated by the 
stop 21 (point B) and the center of the beam, con-
verging after the recording medium 23 (point C), 
are optically conjugated. The diffuser 18 provides 
the blurring of SFS central maximum within the 

aperture of the stop 21 and, thereby, smooths out 
the intensity distribution in the convergence area 
of the OB after the recording medium.
The changeover of the images, entering to SLM, 
is accompanied with a transverse displacement of 
the lens 15 by applying the displacement mech-
anism 16. This provides direction change of the 
radiation beam, incident to LC SLM and lens 20, 
and, thereafter, the direction change of the radia-
tion beam, forming the image in recording medi-
um behind the lens 23. Due to the resulting SFS 
displacement in the focal plane of the lens 20 the 
corresponding shift of the filtering stop 21 is ac-
complished by displacement mechanism 22. This 
process is accompanied with the shift in the trans-
verse direction of OB convergence point (from 
point C to point D). In Fig. 7 dashed lines rep-
resent ray path of the beams forming the image 
in the recording medium 24, when entering the 
certain image to SLM in accordance to the shift 
of the lens 15.
After reflected by the semitransparent mirror 8 
laser radiation in the reference channel branch, is 
reflected by the mirror 25 towards the recording 
medium 24. RB, incident to the recording medi-
um, is being transfigured into homocentric di-
vergent beam by applying the lenses 26 and 27. 
Its divergence center R is arranged on a distance 
LR = 1 m from the recording medium. This dis-
tance corresponds to the one, where reconstruc-
tion light source is situated when observing HS.
In considering implementation of the apparatus 
for the recording security HS, having relatively 
small dimensions (few cm) and being observed 
from the small distance (LC = 400 mm as speci-
fied), the reconstructing light source is also sit-
uated at the small distance from the hologram. 
Here this distance is taken up as LC = 500 mm. The 
incident angle of RB to the recording medium is 
about 45°.
During the single exposure, the resulting field of 
OB and RB interference is detected in photosen-
sitive medium. The last one beam forms an object 
image in the certain direction of view by applying 
one of three stated wavelengths. The full cycle of 
the HS recording involves the sequential registra-
tion of the whole set of images for every wave-
length, resulting the multiplexing HS. The whole 
set of OB points, converging after the recording 
medium, produce a virtual two-dimensional regu-
lar grating at some distance. 
When observing the recorded HS the hologram 
itself, a reconstructed light source and an observ-
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er are disposed in the same vertical plane. Given 
that, their relative position has to match to the 
relative position of the recording medium, the 
center R of the homocentric OB and the point C 
of RB convergence while recording HS, which in 
Fig. 7 are located in the figure plane. In the re-
gion of the observer’s eyes locating the real image 
of aforementioned regular grating is reconstruct-
ed, wherefrom the parameter requirements for 
recording stage ensue. So this grating step have 
to not exceed the diameter of the observer’s eye 
pupil (2–3 mm). The total size of the grating to-
wards the connecting line of theobserver’s eyes 
(direction perpendicular to the plane of Fig. 7) 
has to far exceed the eye base size equal to 60 mm 
approximately. In the other direction, perpendic-
ular to bewritten one, the grating size has to pro-
vide the stereo effect when shaking head in verti-
cal plane.
With a considerable number of sequential expo-
sures in the photosensitive material is equal to the 
product of the number of views for the recorded 
object by the number of color components this 
multiplexing. That always leads to substantial re-
duction in the diffraction efficiency in the recon-
structed image, not only for certain direction of 
view or its color component, but also the entire 
HS. For some photosensitive media, for example, 
photopolymers, this exposure method of the pho-
tosensitive layer is not fundamentally suitable due 
to the formation and recording of the real inter-
ference pattern and the diffraction on that struc-
ture at every next exposures.
The considered set up optical scheme for the re-
cording of full-parallax HS can also be applied for 
the recording of one-parallax HS, providing the 
effect of stereoscopic perception in one horizon-
tal plane. In order to provide a sufficient vertical 
viewing angle for HS, the diffuser 18 has to have a 
broad scattering indicatrix in the appropriate di-
rection coinciding with the figure plane, the stop 
21 has to be a slit one.
As supplementary, the developed apparatus can 
be implemented as the alternate design for re-
cording of the transparent HS. For that end, OB 
part of the apparatus, consisting of the elements 
26, 27, has to be reversed symmetrically in the fig-
ure plane with the respect to the plane. This part 
forms a geometry of the beam in the region of the 
recording medium.
Fig. 8 represents the layout of image interchange and 
photographs of the reconstructed images of recorded 
color holographic stereograms when viewed from dif-
ferent angles.

Fig. 8. Image interchange layout and photos of the revcon-
structed images of color HS

Conclusion
Angular and spectral selectivity, depending on in-
cident angle of the reference beam, are defined. It 
is shown that the reflective holograms have 10–20 
times higher spectral selectivity compared to trans-
parent holograms, when incident angles of the re-
constructed beam are over 40°. This provides the 
feasibility to observe clearer color in the image, re-
constructed from the reflective hologram. Through 
the analysis, the method and apparatus for one-step 
color full-parallax holographic stereograms with 
a digital object and a rasterless image in hologram 
plane are developed. Samples of this type of holo-
gram are recorded. The given single-stage set up 
scheme for HS enables to reduce the time of its re-
cordg by 2–3 times.
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